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Many short-term emergency measures will become a fixture of life. That 
is the nature of emergencies. They fast-forward historical processes. De-
cisions that in normal times could take years of deliberation are passed 
in a matter of hours. Immature and even dangerous technologies are 
pressed into service, because the risks of doing nothing are bigger. En-
tire countries serve as guinea-pigs in large-scale social experiments. What 
happens when everybody works from home and communicates only at a 
distance? What happens when entire schools and universities go online? 
In normal times, governments, businesses and educational boards would 
never agree to conduct such experiments. But these aren’t normal times.
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Will remote teaching become a fixture of life?





















Was it really that bad?
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Course goals

• self-directed learning

• content mastery

• team work

• professionalism
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information transfer

faculty-centered
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interaction

student-centered
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no lectures
no exams
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turn out-of-class component

also into a social interaction!

Solution
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what about class activities?
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Instructor poses question

Answer alone

Discuss in team

Answer again

Work on worksheet with team

Explore concepts

Discuss with staff

bring device
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LC: Learning Catalytics 90 min Tutorial 60 min

bring device

Estimate quantities

Develop individual strategy

Discuss and solve as team

Conduct experiment with team

Take measurements

Analyze data

Carry out simulations

EA: Estimation Activity 30 min EDA: Experimental Design Activity

bring device

Work problems alone BEFORE class

Discuss with team, mark up

Self-assess & turn in

Part 1: solve problems alone

Open book, open internet

Part 2: solve with team

Problem Set & Reflection 90 min RAA: Readiness Assurance Activity

90 min

90 min

blend of 6 scaffolded “best practices”
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bit.ly/ap50class
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March 13, 2020
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instructional continuity between first and second half?
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86% agreed

instructional continuity between first and second half?
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Moving online
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“How can I transfer online what I do in the classroom?” 

(challenge)

“What can I do online that I cannot do in the classroom?”
 

(opportunity)
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1.5x!
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synchronous asynchronous

instructor-paced self-paced

more time to help students

where it really matters!

Minimize sync/instructor-paced
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Personalize instruction

instead of all students coming to instructor’s room…
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instead of all students coming to instructor’s room…

…instructional staff visits each team’s own room
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Personalize instruction

80 students in one room      20 rooms with 4 students

Oliver Mook

Jill Smith

Eric Mazur

Sara Paul

Cora Novak
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   Shuffle teams   
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marg and could be used 
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additional work is 
needed.

Revision needed. Effort 
to meet specifications is 
evident, but significant 
gaps remain. Needs 
further work and/or 
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Not assessable. Work is 
fragmentary or contains 
significant omissions. Not 
enough information is 
present to determine 
effort given. 
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Specifications grading

Inside Higher Ed, Yes, Virginia, there is a better way to grade

reimagining course2

Does work meet 
specifications outlined 

for type of work?

Is there evidence of 
conscious effort to 

meet specifications?

Does work go 
significantly beyond 

specifications?

Exemplary. Work exceeds 
expectations by a wide 
marg and could be used 
as classroom example

Meets specifications. 
Unambiguously meets all 
stated specifications. No 
additional work is 
needed.

Revision needed. Effort 
to meet specifications is 
evident, but significant 
gaps remain. Needs 
further work and/or 
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Not assessable. Work is 
fragmentary or contains 
significant omissions. Not 
enough information is 
present to determine 
effort given. 
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YESNO YESNO
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EMRN

course grade determined by number of units
for which specifications were met



Did it work?
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Self Efficacy

belief in ability to succeed in a certain domain
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Doubling of

• content learning gains

• physics self-efficacy gains

results3



What do students say?

results3



Agile Feedback Survey (Talbert)

1. I was challenged intellectually

2. I had plenty of support

3. I am closer to mastering the ideas of the course now

4. I made progress because of my own efforts and choices

5. I felt I was part of a community of learners
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self-determination

1. I was challenged intellectually (challenge)

2. I had plenty of support (support)

3. I am closer to mastering the ideas of the course now (growth)

4. I made progress because of my own efforts and choices (auton.)

5. I felt I was part of a community of learners (relatedness)

results3
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“about you” exercise

results3

“…this will be my very first physics class that I 

will have ever taken in my life, so that is both 

equally exciting and also a bit 

anxiety-inducing, given that I have never felt 

too confident in my mathematical abilities…”
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“Physics seems less “scary” to me now, because 

of the format of this course. I have really severe 

testing anxiety, but having no ‘sit-down exams’ 

has allowed me to actually learn physics 

because I want to, not because I need to do 

well on an exam...”
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 “...this semester is the first time — since high 

school — that I’ve been able to remember 

why I even wanted to go to college (to learn 

for learning’s sake) ... over the past 3 years it’s 

mostly just been about how to scrape by aca-

demically and not let my testing anxiety ruin 

my GPA. I love this class.”
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“this course is amazing because the goal 

is learning, trying to solve hard problems, 

and learning from mistakes. I enjoyed the 

struggle of facing hard problems whether I 

solved them correctly or not.”

unsollicited comments
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“favorite course at Harvard”

“I wish my other classes had a 

similar structure”

“the critical thinking-focused learning 

from the class has been truly something 

that has changed the way I view the 

way I learn and approach problems”

unsollicited comments
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• sense of growth and autonomy

• sense of support and community

• course evaluation
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• sense of support and community

• course evaluation

It worked for students too!
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Remote/online can be better!
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I did my best teaching ever remotely!
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I did my best teaching ever remotely!

So, now what?



Building together



Project Fairs



Revert back?



Many short-term emergency measures will become a fixture of life. That 
is the nature of emergencies. They fast-forward historical processes. De-
cisions that in normal times could take years of deliberation are passed 
in a matter of hours. Immature and even dangerous technologies are 
pressed into service, because the risks of doing nothing are bigger. En-
tire countries serve as guinea-pigs in large-scale social experiments. What 
happens when everybody works from home and communicates only at a 
distance? What happens when entire schools and universities go online? 
In normal times, governments, businesses and educational boards would 
never agree to conduct such experiments. But these aren’t normal times.

Remote teaching may well become a fixture of life



for a copy of this presentation:

mazur.harvard.edu

 course Canvas page: bit.ly/erics_course

Follow me!            @eric_mazur




